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                                                MYA is the only cosmetic surgery company rated 'OUTSTANDING' by the Care Quality Commission
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        Welcome to MYA Cosmetic Surgery
        

        Feeling good 
is powerful

        Our approach to cosmetic surgery is unique - we genuinely believe this is about how you feel, not just how you look. MYA go the extra mile to make you feel safe and special - and part of an  extraordinary community.


                    
    Explore MYA



                

    








    
        
    




    

    
    
        Who we are

        

        Welcome to MYA, the country’s leading cosmetic surgery specialists and community. We combine excellence in healthcare, innovative tech and the industry’s most in demand surgeons to pave the way for others to follow.
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            Your Community and MYA Social

            If you’re researching cosmetic surgery, make sure you check out our amazing collection of MYA patients’ Instagram journeys. These accounts are a valuable source of information for anyone wanting to learn more about the cosmetic surgery process.

                            
    Explore Our Community
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                The MYA forum is made up of 84,000 members who are on hand to share their experiences and advice, answering questions and even sharing their personal before and after images.
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                The MYA Blog explores all things Fashion & Beauty, Celebrities, News and insightful Ask an Expert Articles guaranteed to answer all your questions about starting your MYA Journey.
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                Patient  Stories

                

            

            
        

        
            
                The patients and celebrities below want to share their MYA experience with you. Please click on one of their profiles to find out what procedure they have had with us, why they wanted the procedure.
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                Instagram Journeys

                

            

            
        

        
            
                If you’re researching cosmetic surgery, make sure you check out our amazing collection of MYA patients’ Instagram journeys - from consultation through to aftercare, these guys are the pros so make sure you take their advice!
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Prefer not to say


            
        
        
            
            
                
            

            I agree to MYA's Privacy Policy
            
        
        
            In order to continue your journey with MYA, we need to process the personal information you have provided with us. Please accept MYA's Privacy Policy to continue.

        

        
            YES! I would love to learn more about my procedure, the MYA community and be updated if any late space dates become available.
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            SMS
        
        
            
            
                
            

            I do not wish to receive offers about the procedure I am enquiring about
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        Thanks for getting in touch, we'll get back to you soon!
    





    
    


    
    

        
        
            Sharing the MYA love

            

        


        	Frankie Sims
	Vicky Pattison
	Lauren Pope
	Sherrifa
	Chloe
	Hannah



                    
                You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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                            Frankie Sims

                            

                            "I had an amazing experience with MYA and I couldn’t thank everyone enough."

                            I chose MYA because I knew so many people who had been to them before. I met with a few surgeons and mine at MYA was the most professional and everyone at MYA was so helpful and friendly. I thought at the time, “yep, I’m definitely going to go with MYA,” and that was my choice. 
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                            Vicky Pattison

                            

                            "Go with MYA because they're brilliant!"

                            I chose MYA because after doing my research I found out they were the best around. MYA always have great reviews and all the staff were lovely! Really personable and I was just pleased with the first impression of them.
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                            Lauren Pope

                            

                            “ When I did my research online, it all suggested MYA so I obviously went to them.”

                            I chose MYA because I had them done with MYA before and so many people go to them. When I looked into re-augmentation, it’s slightly different than just getting them done the first time. So, when I did my research online, it all suggested MYA so I obviously went to them.
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                            Sherrifa

                            

                            "They feel like part of my body now and I often forget they aren’t real!"

                            Being a teenager, I was tall, skinny, lanky, flat-chested, no hips, no bum, absolutely no curves. From behind, I thought I looked like a boy. It was the one thing I thought I could do to help me feel more feminine – and I was right.
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                            Chloe

                            

                            "MYA changed my life in more ways than I could ever put into words"

                            I no longer look in the mirror and dread the reflection. Instead I see a strong, independent young woman who was courageous enough to change the things that she could not accept.
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                            Hannah

                            

                            "I'm so happy with the shape I am now"

                            Do your research and make sure it’s something that you really really want. Enjoy the experience as it’s all really exciting! Make sure you do it for yourself and no one else. Don’t be scared of the stigma as the world is changing and it really is getting better!


                        

                    

                
            

            
                
                    
    See all patient stories



                
 
                                    You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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    You’re the star of your MYA journey




             
    
        

    




             
    As cosmetic surgery specialists we pride ourselves in understanding your individual needs so that we can support you throughout this life-changing journey.



    

  



 
    



    
        
        “ We believe that everybody and every body is unique ”


        MYA Cosmetic Surgery
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                    You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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        A Rhinoplasty procedure (or nose job) refines the nose by surgically reshaping the bone, tissue, and cartilage or by inserting grafts or implants into the nose.
    

        
        
            
    View Rhinoplasty



        

                
            You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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        Enlargement or augmentation is where we give you a bigger version of what you've already got by inserting an implant. Click the link to see examples of the life-changing results that our expert MYA surgeons have given the thousands of happy MYA patients.
    

        
        
            
    View Enlargement



        

                
            You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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        Fat removal, commonly known as a liposuction or lipo, is a popular procedure in the UK for patients who are looking to lose excess or unwanted body fat. Fat removal surgery targets areas of stubborn fat that are difficult to lose through healthy eating and exercise.
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            You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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        Abdominoplasty, commonly referred to as a tummy tuck, is a popular cosmetic surgery procedure for both men and women who are looking to achieve a flatter stomach.
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            You can talk to thousands of our happy patients within our online community.
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                The MYA Patient Portal
            

            
                MYA are the only cosmetic surgery provider with an online Patient Portal. We’ve created a bespoke product to help our patients access their information whenever they want and to make their journey with us more seamless.
            

            
    Learn more



        

    


 
    
        Join our community

        
Across the MYA community with our social media channels, MYA Space Forum and YouTube Channel we share a wide range of MYA stories showcasing not only the physical changes but positive psychological changes that can come with undergoing cosmetic surgery.
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            MYA Forum

            
        

        

        The MYA forum is made up of 84,000 members who are on hand to share their experiences and advice, answering questions and even sharing their personal before and after images.
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            Blog

            
        

        

        The MYA Blog explores all things Fashion & Beauty, Celebrities, News and insightful Ask an Expert Articles guaranteed to answer all your questions about starting your MYA Journey.
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        Check out our latest Insta posts

        

        🇬🇧 UK’s Leading Breast Specialist 🔞 18+ only 🙋🏽♀️ Happiness through Healthcare 💕 #MYAGIRL #MYASelfie #MYAStory
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